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~~~ CLlMATE CHANGE!

COP27: One hit, many misses
The decision to set up a loss and damage fund has earned the conference a place among the major
milestones in global climate change response. But on other fronts, the final agreement delivered little.
that at least half of dimate finance should be
directed towards adaptation projects. Some
countries, including the United States, did
promise some money, but it wasn't more
than a tricJde.
An important initiative on adaptation
came from the UN Secretary Generol, who
unveiled plans of the World Meteorological
Organisation (WMO) to sft up early warning systems in areas that do not have them.
About one-third or the world, inclu'ding
about 60 per cent of Africa, is not equipped
Witheariywaminganddimateinrormation
systems. The WMO said this needs to be corrected in the next five years. The COP27
agreement said it fully supported the initiative, and invited development organisations
and international financial institutions to
help theelfort
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AMITABH SINHA
THE SHARM EL-SHEIKH climate meeting
will probably always be remembered ror its
decision to set up a loss and damage fund.
This'decision has eamed it a place amongthe
major milestones in the global response to
climate change.
But on most other parameters, the Shann
el-Sheikh meeting - the 27th session orthe
Conference of Parties to the UN Framework
Convention on OimateChange, orooP27proved to be an underachiever. The meeting .
was built up as the 'implementation
COP' or the meeting that would accelerate
the actions being taken on climate change.
The final agreement had little to justify that
expectation.

Aprotest.tth.COP27 inShann .I-Sh.ikh. EgyptAP

orall rossil fuel use. This was unlikely to have
done much to reduce emissions in the short
tenn, but would still have been meaningful
towards the larger objective of curbing the
use of the main causes ofglobal wanning.
The idea, proposed by India, was initially
Mitigation
expected to beopposed bydevelopedcounGoing into the conference, it was ex- tries, especially since their dependence on
pected that COP27 would respond to the oil and gas has increased in the last one year.
growing urgency ror greater emission cuts. However, arter initial hesitation,
Most scientific estimates now suggest that both the EU as well as the United States
the 1.5 degree Celsius target ror temperature backed the proposal. The opposition came
rise is likely to be breached withinadecade. from within the ranks of the developing
With current efforts to reduce emissions. the countries, especially from the oil-producworld is headed to a temperature rise or ing Gulf nations. The matter was not
about 3 degree Celsius from pre-industrial pushed.
times by the end orthiscenrury.
The least that was hoped foron this front
There were different ways in which was an inclusion of a stronger mention of
COP27 was expected to respond to this. One the goal or pursuing the 1.5 degree Celsius
of the ideas, floated by the European Union. target It would have been litt1e more than
was to ask every country to strengthen thei r a statement of intent But even that was not
respective climate actions every year from agreeable to all.
now to 2030, a radical suggestion that was
The only decision in this regard was to
unlikely to have met with approval from continue the discussions on a work promost counaies.As of now, thecountries have gramme set up last year to ~urgently" scale
to upgrade their climate actions every five up mitigation action. COP27 decided that
years. The latest upgrade was just this year. two global dialogues would be held each
Another idea was to call for a phase-<iown year as parr or this work programme.

Adaptation
Most of the convel'Sdtion on climate actions is rocused on mitigation efrorts.
Developing countries, who are more vulnerable to the impacts or dimate change, have
often argued that adaptation is not given sufficient attention. Adaptation involves efforts
that help a countty to negateordeal with the
impacts of climate change.
At the Glasgow climate meeting. an effort was initiated to define global goals on
adaptation.just as the 2 degree or 15 degree
Celsius targets serve as the global goal for
mitigation.
Defining global goal on adaptation is
much more complex. considering that benefits of adaptation accrue locally, not at a
global level. IfataU. there would be multiple
global goalson adaptation. It was hoped that
COP2? would make some progress on identifying the adaptation goals. However, nothing much was delivered on this track. except
for expressing support to the GlasgowShann el-Sheikh work programme that is
scheduled to finish its work next year.
Another expectation was to see some
money flowing in for adaptation purposes.
Developing countries have been demanding

Finance
The biggest disappointment, notsurprisingly, came in matters related to money. The
developed countries have not yet delivered
on theirpromisetomobilise USD 100 billion
every year, something that should have happened in 2020. All that the com 611011 agreementdid about this was to "express serious
concern".
Interestingly, the C0P27 agreement, for
the first time, quantified the financial needs
for climate action. It said about USD 4 trillion
had to be invested in the renewable energy
sectoreveryyeartill 2Q30 ifthe 2050 net zero
target was to be achieved. Additionally, at
least USD4-6 trillion was required every year
for global transformation to a low-carbon
economy. AboutUSD 5.9 trillion was needed
by the deveioping countries in the pre-2030
period. just to implement their climate action plans.
The developed countries have said they
will ensure the USD 100 billion now from
2023.A parallel disrussion is going on to scale
up this amount from 2025.
Additionally, the C0P27 agreement has
urged international financial institutions to
simplify their procedures and priorities, so
that it is easier for developing countries to
access money for climate actions.

